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Library Montana Tech
Butte, Montana
The Marcus Daly statue, the baLlma rk of Montana Tech, stands tall and proud on the Hill.
Augustus Saint-Gaudens, an Irish-born American artist, was commissioned to work on the
statue in May, 1902. To work on the statue, Augustus used snapshots, clothing, and a death
mask of Marcus Daly. The Daly statue was to be one of Saint-Gaudens' last artistic
productions. A month and a day before the statue was unveiled, Augustus died of cancer.
The statue was originally unveiled in Butte on September 2, 1907 near the intersection of
Main and Gagnon. In 1941, a traffic accident persuaded Daly's widow and the city fathers
to move the statue.
On June 25, 1941, M.B. O'Connell, who had the moving contract, \lprooted and hauled the
statue up Park Street to Montana Tech. Mrs. Daly paid the moving bills.
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The Marcus Daly statue now has a
resting place. Occasionally, students
on poor Marcus. However, every M-Day,
commanding
play pranks
Marcus Daly
view of Butte, standing
with paint, paper bags,
is given a bath!
a
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on his permanent
and toilet paper
She's ugly, you say, old Butte, is.
And homely and bleak and drear
Why, partner, I never could see it,
And I've been here many a year.
There's nothing ~retty about her,
But somehow she's strong and free,
And big and rugged and comrade
She looks pretty good to me.
She's beautiful too, in her fashion,
In her wonderful, own strong way
With her chimneys and throbbing
engines,
Her hill sides marred and gray.
She's the goddess of wealth and
power
It's a thing my words won't reach,
It takes a man to express it
Who's born with a gift of speech.
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And then as the day grow~ brighter,
And the sky is limpid blue,
They coIri~...in'their grandeur closer
And sort of reach down to you.
And. YPtl".tee1,with a thrill. of wonder
That his "no straih of pride,
That you are one of the mountains
heart the great divide.
Eut .some clear autumn morning
When the air is like a sip
From a spring of sparkling water
ThB;t touches the pilgrim's lip
Cootit and look around you
At the mountains against the sky;
Those quiet immutable mountains
That carry their heads so high.
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Then at sunset how they
With a sense of perfect
As the colors bathe and them
In faith with God's
Purple and gold and crimson
Painted by Nature's hand,
I can'~ begih to express it,
But I think I can understand.
And the city itself at night
When seen from a distant place,
With its many lights a glistening
Like flames, on a snow-bank's face.
They sweep in a grand crescendo,
In glittering rows and lines,
Till they flicker into the starlight
That shimmers above the mines.
Ugly and bleak? Well maybe,
But my eyes have learned to find
The beauty of truth not substance;
The beauty that lies behind.
Her faults and her sins are many,
To injure her fair repute,
But her heart and her soul are
cleanly
And she's beautiful dear old Butte.
By Berton Braley
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Juana Arratia
Henry Bogert
Robert Brown
Martin Carlson
Selami Cinbat
Laural Crase
Luis Cuentas
David Dahnke
Michael Delvaux
Gunnar Emilsson
Andrew Greene
Pithak
Harnboonzong
Richard Hoiland
Gary Holcomb
Silvet Holcomb
Eric Holm
Clifford Hoshaw
Kurt Jenson
Alan Jorgensen
Lee Hsing-Zen
Whonchee Lee
David Lim
Curtis Link
Leslie Monahan
Dirk Nelson
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Richard Payne
Janet Peterson
Mark Peterson
Mark Peterson
Daniel Phillips
Milt Popovich
Richard Pylypuw
Frank Quilici
Barry Ritchie
Richard Roberts
Janet Robocker
Robert Satchwell
William Schmidt
Dave Semmens
Mary Smith
Colleen Steinke
Mike Striefel
Robin Thornell
Burt Todd
Duane Tyree
Sean Waller
Theresa Walter
Tom Weinheimer
Edith Wilde
Randolph Wolf
"
Douglas Abbott
Kay Adler
Windsor Allen
Ralph Anderson
Kent Andre
Darrell Andrews
Allen Armstrong
Elisabeth Arne
Brian Arthur
Laura Austin
Mark Baerlocher
Antone Banovich
Harvey Baron
Kirk Bayless
Judith Bingler
Corry Bladow
Keith Blair
Jill Blane
Michael Bodnar
Bart Boster
Shane Bowman
Pamela Brand
Richard Brittnacher
Saavedra Burgos
Raymond Burkhart
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Elizabeth Burns
Frederick Burns
Timothy Burns
Donald Butler
Darryl Byle
Toby Carlyon
Terran Carter
Katherine Cash
Joseph Cavannaugh
Michael Cech
Robert Chamberlin
Jorge Cigarroa
George Coles
John Coles
Matthew Conklin
Jamie Connell
John Conner
Harold Crain
Crawford Michael
Tommy Creamer
Daren Critelli
Thomas Croff
Robert Cronoble
Ronald Crowley
William Daily
Shaun DeBray
Natalie Deringer
Larry Dickerson
Edward Diekman
Lindsay Downey
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Alice Easterday
Mark Eberling
Randall Eckert
Marcelyn Eckes
Darlene Edge
Dean Ely
Stephen Emge
Ingrid Emilsson
Mark Esp
Jeffrey Fagan
John Finstad
Arthur Flaws
Tracey Fleming
Clark Fritz
Michael Fulton
Anna Gallup
Michael Galvin
Jorge
Garcia Ramirez
Alex Gavrisheff
Kenneth Gay
Erland Gendreau
Susan Gendreau
Steven Graham
Noel Gruel
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Eileen Haikio
Peter Haikio
Rick Hall
Glenn Hanna
Suzanne Hansen
John Hanson
Michael Harvey
Sundra Harwood
Bradley Havlovick
Paul Helland
Sharla Helland
Kevin Hennessy
Susan Hergett
Andrew
Hetherington
Devra Hofferber
Jennifer Hogue
William Hogue
Janell Holden
Calvin Holt
David Holy
William Howald
Stanley Hruza
Kristin Hudson
Arne Jacobsen
Janice Jacobson
James Jereb
Mike Johnson
Barbara Jones
Bruce Jones
Maurice Jones
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Paul Jung
Theodore Kelly
Daniel Klemann
Kim Knerr
Edward Konda
Bryant Kroutch
James Kujawa
Donald Kuney,
David Labutis
Steven Lauver
Luke Lawrence
Kevin Legg
Rick Lenhard
David Lenington
Donald Lentz
Glenn Leroux
Leonard Linton
Cecelia Long
Constance Lord
Darryl Luoma
John Lyons
Swen Manguson
Mark Malone
Raymond Martinich
John McConwell
John McDougall
Charles McGee
Samuel McGeorge
David McLure
Lawrence
McManamon
Kenneth Meikle
Elizabeth Mencarelli
Brent Miller
Christopher Miller
Michael Miner
Thomas Minette
Lana Mullaney
Hugh Murphy
James Nall
Michael Nash
Linda Navarro
Brad Neubauer
Lee Nilson
Suzzane Nordwick
Mary North
Mark O'Brien
Gerald Ogrin
Lorelei Olson
Michael Olson
Monte Olson
James Oriet
Gina Pace
Jeff Pack
Sunjeev Pandey
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Richard Parker
Allan Parmenter
Scott Pietrack
Michael Pinsoneault
Kenneth Pischke
Charles Plant
Marlin Polowick
Dorvan Polson
Joseph Polya
Frank Preshern
Daniel Prickett
Laura Rainey
John Rapkoch
Abbas
Riazati-Kesheh
Kent Rice
Tim Richards
Curtis Ricker
David Riggleman
Russel Riley
Robin Roehl
Raymond Rogers
Rose Rogers
Thomas Rolick
Doug Rosencrans
Jeffrey Rugen
Joseph Sagar
Alan Sarver
John Sauter
Michael Schaffner
Craig Schenk
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David Schnell
Kristin Schuyler
Gregory Schwab
Edward Schwetz
Robert Scott
Timothy Scott
Daniel Semenuik
Joseph Seymour
James Sigurdson
David Simmons
Lynn Simpson
Dwight Smith
Holli Smith
Patrick Sollars
Cliff Steffanson
Michael Stepan
Bruce Stevenson
Gerald Stiffarm
Kelly Stolp
Daniel Stoltz
Fred Stone
Daniel Stremcha
Pierce Sullivan
Kathleen Tamietti
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William Tassie
Dan Thompson
Michael Tokish
Alina Tuma
Janet Tuss
Lori Van Meel
Merle Voosen
Daniel Vukonich
Christopher Walter
Myrna Waugh
Murray
Weatherhead
Daniel Wendt
Jan Wertz
Robert Whisonant
Dana Wilkie
Brian Wilkinson
James Wilkinson
Paul Williams
Walter Williamson
Mike Wise
William Wohlman
Gust Woldtvedt .
Craig Wright
Mary Yakawich
Zainal Yasin
Stephen Zimmer
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lWendy Adams
Edward Aldin
Deanna Anderson
Donna Ankenbauer
Frederick Au-Yeung
Carolyn Bacon
Sandra Beaudette
Patrick Biegler
Donald Branker
Bart Brazier
Sonya Bresich
Crystal Briggs
Michael Brown
William Bullock
Scott Burkhardt
Bill Bymaster
Lori Calcut
Christopher Calnan
Thomas Calzavara
Dennis Carlson
Kay Carroll
Jennifer Cashell
Michael Cashell
Laurie Castle
James Chamberlain
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Vee Chin
Jeffrey Cislo
Richard Clark
Sandra Clayton
Brett Cocales
Jeffery Colby
Ralph Coleman
Donald Collett
Andy Cook
Joel Cook
Christopher Cooney
Kenneth Cooper
Michel Creek
Daniel Crotty
John Curtis
Jack Cutler
Jeffrey Cutler
Albert Davis
Sara Decker
Kevin Dennehy
Cole Deringer
Tina Diebold
Scott Dolezal
Kathie Donahue
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Joseph Driscoll
Todd Easton
Douglas Ellis
Charles Enberg
John Etchemendy
Gina Faldetta
Cynthia Farrar
John Finch
Mitchell Finstad
Tim Fitzpatrick
Barry Flood
Elizabeth Foster
Dennis Franks
Dorinda Funk
Byron Gale
Cathy Gallagher
Dennis Gallegos
Jesse Gambee
Dennis Garbarino
Debbie Gardner
Rodney Gibson
Steven Gossard
Douglas Gradwohl
Todd Grant
Colleen Harwood
Brenda Havens
Lisa Heidt
Therese
Higinbotham
Michael Hippler
Michael Hogan
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Brian Hohn
Nicky Holm
Thomas Hutson
Darron Jackson
Scott Jimmerson
Mark Jones
Robert Karell
Patrick Kelley
Michael Kennedy
Craig Kent
Derek Kent
Albert Kincy
Robert King
Kenneth Kins
Patricia Kinsella
John Klochak
Geraldine Knuckey
Schanyl Knuckey
Cheryl Koelzer
Timothy Koontz
Robert Kosbab
Charles Krause
Clara LaFond
Michelle Lambrecht
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Clint Lane
Miles Lich
Timothy Lloyd
Vicki Lundell
Jerome Lussy
Kristine Maes
James Malmo
Jacqueline Martelli
Bryce Martin
Donald McBride
Erin McCarthy
Brad McCauley
Colleen McDermott
Kevin McKee
J ody Micheletti
Catherine Milligan
Vladan Milosevic
Scott Montelius
Kenneth Moore
John Moran
Peter Morgan
Kenneth Morley
Gregg Morstein
Jerold Moses
Mathew Mount
Cheryl Myott
Dean Nester
Michael Nicholls
Ahmad Othman
Lee Parsons
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Michael Parvinen
Wade Price
Samuel Puich
J ames Quillian
Karen Quinn
Hugh Radkins
Barrie Regan
Martin Reilly
Thomas Renouard
Raymond Rice
Leonard Rinehart
Virginia Robinson
Gilberta Ross
Tasha Russell
Jon Salmonson
Kory Sandman
Arlen Schmalz
Linda Seitz
Elizabeth Seymour
Martha Shannon
John Shook
David Smith
Howard Smith
Michelle Smith
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Elva Smithers
Anthony Solan
Theresa Stears
Todd Steiger
Thomas Stiles
Laura Stimatz
Darrel Stordahl
Jeffrey Tilleman
Robin Tischmak
Donald Tocher
John Tomich
Daniel Trudnowski
Gary Tuss
Laureen Tutty
Sheldon Van Voast
Donna Vauthier
Joan Vauthier
Irvin Vavruska
Rufus Whitaker
Kevin Wilkerson
Connie Williams
Ted Williams
Sue Winscot
Douglas Wolf
Kelley Wrigg
Mark Wurden
Larry Yeoman
Rolf Ziesing
Russel Zorn
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Kris Adler
J alaI Ahamad
Cheryl Akers
Robert Alexander
Diane Allen
Doyle Anderson
Scott Anderson
Andrea Antonovich
Douglas Armstrong
August Asay
Michael Atkinson
Susan Bachini
Richard Bailey
Robert Balbinot
Warren Barnes
Daniel Barnett
Laurie Baron
Charles Bates
Gary Berlin
Kevin Berry
Mark Bertoglio
Joyce Billquist
Peter Blakeley
Robert Bowman
Thomas Breigenzer
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Kim Broden
Kirk Broden
Brad Brough
Thomas Brown
Britton Buhl
Ronald Carpenter
Patrick Carroll
Joseph Casagranda
Larry Casazza
Patrick Caulfield
Daniel Chelini
Bruce Chiddix
Rose Clague
Robin Clark
Ralph Coleman
Bernadette Comba
Maurice Cook
Karen Cordes
Joe Cox
Steven Criss
Robert Cronholm
Melodi Cross
Kenneth Crouch
Bernadette Curry
Lori Cutler
Cipriani Davis
Roger Decker
Michael Dick
Dawn Dockstader
Eric Doherty
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Mark Drew
Hal Dreyer
Mark DuFour
Janice Dysinger
Jim Edgar
Elizabeth Einhorn
John Emery
Eddy Engleson
Belinda Erdelt
Timothy Ferguson
Theresa Foley
Cheryl Frisbee
Dale Frolander
Nancy Fulton
Harold Funk
Michael Furukawa
Brent Garrett
Michael Gasvoda
Joel Gerhart
Tammy Ghenie
John Gillihan
Sheila Glynn
Thomas Goeres
Stacy Greany
James Greene
Stephen Greenough
Ken Griffin
John Grubich
Al Guay
Tor Gudmundsen
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Thomas Haecker
Jennifer Hagen
John Hagen
Paul Hanley
Jeanette Harrington
John Harrington
Kathleen Harrington
John Hash
Odd Hauge
Thomas Hayes
Brian Hebert
Amy Hendrickson
Mark Hesla
Donald Hickethier
Robert Hicks
Lawrence Hodgson
Daniel Hogan
Alvin Hoiland
Stacy Hooper
Tracy Huber·
Rogelio Huerta
Robert Huff
Jeff Huggins
Patricia Hughes
John Huraj
Karl Jacobs
Paul Jarrett
Lisa Jenkins
Jennifer Johnson
Gregory Jones
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Robert Jones
Bob Jones
Joseph Jordan
Ralph Juarez
Matthew Kadillak
David Kelley
Leo Kelly
William Kingston
Lars Klemp
William Kloker
Jallah Koiyan
Gary Kolstad
Wanda Kortum
Steven Kujala
Perry LaClaire
Phillip LaClaire
Scott Larsen
Rudy LeKar
Timothy Lelek
Jay Lemelin
Daniel Lemire
Gregory Lester
Barbara Levengood
Cindy Lewis
Joann Lewis
Wayne Liebman
Elizabeth Maida
Patrick Manning
Kevin Martin
James Martz
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Michael McCarthy
Mary McCully
Theresa McElroy
Jennifer McGetrick
James McIvor
James McKenzie
Timothy McKernan
Shawn McMorrow
Kim McNeil
Erin McReavey
Jeffrey Mead
Susan Meiklejohn
Matthew Mettler
Joseph Micheletti
David Miller
Kathleen Miller
Ronald Miller
Troy Miller
Craig Mills
Dean Mitchell
David Mork
Mark Morrison
James Muggli
James Mulcahy
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Michael Mungas
Earl Myott
Stuart Myrhow
Robert Neafus
Cynthia Neeley
Van Allen Neitz
Mark Nelson
Brian Niekerk
Ross Noffsinger
Angela Norbeck
Michelle O'Connell
Timothy O'Connor
Kathleen O'Dell
Gordon Oliver
Rajeev Pandey
Gary Peterson
Robert Peterson
Roy Peterson
Mark Philippi
Hilary Pischke
Frank Podobnik
Steven Poling
John Porcello
James Potts
Mark Proffit
Steven Quick
Anthony Ralph
Lisa Ralph
Gregory Rau
James Rau
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Victoria Raue
Jodette Reede
Thomas Reget
Kimberely Reistad
Galen Rich
Sheila Rieger
Michele Riley
Victor Romano
Michael Rowe
Angelo Sabino
Kelly Sax
Scott Schimanski
Bobby Schmidt
Teresa Schneider
Kirk Scott
Faron Seibel
Jill Sheldon
John Shimp
Carol Skuletich
Elizabeth Smith
Paul Smith
Steven Smith
Rene Snodgrass
Bradley Snyder
Robert Sokolich
Sabino Soto
Sheri Stanisich
Lisa Stears
Thomas Stears
Wendy Steinberger
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Fritz Steingruber
Donald Stelling
William Stephenson
Dave Sullivan
J ames Sullivan III
Mark Sullivan
Eletha Suttey
Keith Thompson
Rodney Triepke
Sarah Vaughn
Brian Vaughns
Dean Vesco
Bernard Volk
Tim Vollenbroek
Philip Vye
Donald Warner
Anthony Westika
Douglas White
Thomas Wiedemann
Jim Wilburn
Shane Wilemon
Michael Wilson
Shauna Wind
Mary Winje
Kent Woodmansey
Nancy Wulderk
Joseph Yakawich
Larry Zuck
Richard Zuk
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Robin Aanstad
Victoria Allen
Clifford Anderson
William Antonich
Joseph Astle
Annette Atkins
Paul Babb
Peter Babcock
Babette Babich
Thomas Baiar
Shelly Barefoot
Lisa Barkell
Mike Barnes
Lloyd Barron
Deborah
Bartholomew
Stacey Bartscher
Teresa Bennatt
Patricia Bennie
Garth Berninghaus
Robert Berryman
William Best
Connie Birkelo
Shawn Bisch
Gregory Boyd
Christine Brasier
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Gregory Brown
Robert Brown
Benny Bucholz
Robert Burke
Daniel Bymaster
Karen Callahan
Jerry Campbell
Mark Cappis
Jack Carlson
Sandra Carlson
John Cashell
Timothy Cassidy
Steven Castle
ichelle Cavanaugh
Kerry Chavez
Virginia Chevalier
Deepjot Chhatra
Robin Christie
Allison Clark
John Clark
Terrance Clark
Scott Cleveland
Darren Collins
Arnie Cook
Connie Cook
Kevin Cook
Anna Criss
Kurt Crnich
Patrick Cromrich
Keith Cromwell
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Glenda Crum
Laura Cunningham
Mary Daily
Peter Dallaserra
Richard Danielson
Chris Darr
Richard Daum
Tracy Davis
Kris Dennis
Gary Derby
Roland Dilley
Robert Dinneen
Gary DiSpensa
David Domino
Peggy Donahue
Shannon Dunlap
Curtis Eck
Kathleen Edgar
Michael Elich
John Engstrom
Cera Erb
William Ericksmoen
Sheri Evans
Tod Fadness
Julie Faroni
Dan Farren
Terry Faulkner
Linda Filpula
Gwendelyn Finch
Joan Fitzpatick
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Dayle Flynn
Brett Foster
Corri Fox
Robby Francetich
David Frey
Paul Fry
Ronald Garbarino
Gregory Gardner
Michael Gasper
Emily Goldhahn
Mark Gollinger
Colleen Grady
Keith Graham
Alyse Grant
Marcia Grant
Colleen Graves
Patti Greene
Frank Gustafson
Pam Gustin
Kyle Hanson
Daniel Harrington
J ames Harrington
Charlene Hartwick
Timothy Hass
Matt Havens
Brenda Hayden
Debbie Hayden
Janet Hekkel
William Henderson
Lawrence Hess
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William Hewitt
Sairdee Hicks
Jon Hocker
Lavon Hodgson
Allyson Hofbauer
Tracy Hoff
Margaret Hogan
Brian Holling
Tawni Holman
Jerrie Holmlund
Michael Holmlund
Troy Holt
Debora Hopper
Russel Hruby
Bradly Huse
Timothy Irish
John Jense
David Johns
David Johnson
Deann Johnson
Evann Johnson
Harold Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Steven Johnson
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John Jolley
Matthew
Kapelanczyk
Neera Kar
:::;hristopher Kasuske
Kurt Keith
Robby Kellegher
David Kelley
Constance Kennedy
Patrick Kichler
David Kieckbusch
Vernon Kingston
James Kirk
Daniel Klemp
Ken Knutson
Liz Krzan
Mark Kurokawa
Brent LaMoure
Edward Lampe
April Lapke
Michael Lawson
Ronald Layton
Joseph Lederhos
William LeProwse
Edward Lester
Paula Locati
Mark Lubick
Joe Lynch
Jeffrey Mackiewicz
Anne-Marie Malone
Kathy Malone
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Greg Manson
Paul Maphies
Terrence Marchion
Stewart Marshall
Kimberely Masella
Bob Mathis
Tammy Mattson
Kirt Mayson
John McCarthy
Patrick McCarthy
John McClellan
Richard McCormack
William McDonald
Emelia McEwen
Deanna McGarry
Mary McGee
Mike McGee
Daniel McGrath
Terri McLaughlin
Joseph McLean
John McPhail
Daniel Meier
Rudolph Mendoza
Mark Merrick
Scott Mitchell
Robert Molignoni
Michael Mooney
Carolyn Moore
Katherine Moses
Charles Munk
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Mitzi Munden
Michael Murphree
Brian Nash
Taunna Nelson
Dave Nickovich
QUinton Nyman
Daniel O'Gara
James Olds
Leonard Olson
Lynette O'Mara
Deborah Opie
Mary Orr
William Pacheco
Leland Page
Jim Palakovich
John Palmer
Kristine Parvinen
Mark Pashen
John Patritti
Mark Patton
Lloyd Pederson
Samuel Pederson
Julie Pesanti
Lawrence Pesanti
David Peters
John Peters
Trevor Peterson
Lynn Petritz
Rodney Pewitt
Douglas Pfau
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Rebecca Pickerill
Richard Pribnow
June Pusich
Lynn Quick
Mary Reilly
Rydell ~eints
Jade Richter
Ann Rona
Dean Rosencrans
Christine Ryan
James Salrnonsen
Barbara Samples
Mary Scalise
Tom Scanlan
Colleen Schnell
Carl Schott
Michael Schumacher
Julianne
Schwartzenberger
Edward Shea
Tad Sheridan
Steven Sheley
David Silk
Scott Sindelar
Michael Sirokman
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Shaun Sitton
Debbie Sluder
Roland Smathers
Polly Smith
Todd Smith
Robert Smollack
Janet Smyth
Robert Sneberger
Robin Snell
Lee Snethun
Jodi Sprague
Patrick Standley
Sam Stephenson
Robert Sterling
LaN ora Stigen
Doug Strand
Wayne Strelnik
April Sullivan
Kelly Sullivan
Kendall Sundheim
James Tangaro
Don Tarkalson
Steven Tarkalson
Catherine Tauscher
Karen Thomas
Todd Thomas
Jeremy Thompson
John Thompson
Susanne Thomson
Randall Tilleman
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Cherie Tokko
Edward Treible
Jack Triepke
Pauline Trostle
Rudy Uibel
Duane Vaagen
Rebecca Varady
Richard Varady
Robbert Vinson
Brett Voegele
Pat Walsh
Sharon Warila
Kevin Warner
Steven Weber
Greg Wedlake
David Weidner
Jonathan Weishoff
Dan Weldon
Peggy Whisonant
Richard Wiebe
Mark Willse
Charmaine Woods
Todd Wulf
Michael Wynne
Martin Yakawich
Gary Youngblood
Dennis Zubieta
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To further the cause of
metallurgical and mineral
-.._;.._....;.._..:-_;;::~:;...processing engineering education,
and prepare members to function
in a technical/professional group.
Members £ictured: Paul Comba, Suzann Nordwick, Cindy Girres,
Dean Nester, Gary Tuss, Pam Hurley, Janell Holden, Ed Kanda,
Mike Galvin, Dr. Vern Griffiths, Brian Arthur, Ingrid
Emilsson, Andy Greene, John Rapkoch, Gina Faldetta, Greg
Fitzpatrick" and Luis Cuentas.
ASPA AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
PERSONNEL ADMINIST~~TION
The purpose of ASPA is to
acquAint students
considering a future 1n
personnel administration
or labor relations with
these fields, to keep
students up-to-date on new
developments in the fiel0
of personnel, to develop ~
nucleus of truly
profession~l personnel
administrators for the
future, and to encourage
adherence to the Code of
Ethics of the American
Society for Personnel
Administration.
ASM AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
METALS
Members pictured: Scott Larsen, Peggy Duffy, Clara Lafond,
Michael Houlihan, Cliff Hoshaw, Evelyn Pickett, Cindj Farrar,
Tony Solan, Sharla Helland.
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interc.ctwith each other.
I]
Members pictured: David Shoop,
Koelzer, and Wayne Daniel.
BAND
To provide an opportunity
for students, faculty, and
staff interested in
playing brass and rhythm
instruments during
athletic events, and to
allow those students with
musical
abilities
interests and
the chance to
"'f~
.';./
Members include: Bob Sterling, Dave Weidner, Jon Hocker, Don
Johnson, Les Chagnon, Glen Facincani, Gerald Van Campen, Rolf
Zeising, Pete Knudsen, Wayne Hash, Stanley Hruza, Chris
Walter, Rob Satchwell, Craig Kent, Bryce Martin, K~n
Twichell, Brenda Hayden, Lisa Johnson, April Lapke, Conrad
Hilpert, Lucy Hilpert, Holli S. Krysek, Karen Cortis, Dave
Smith, Scott Schimanski, John Klobchar, Lee Page, Nat
Derringer, Desta Bishop, Greg Facincani, and Kris Adler.
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BSU
Union)
Tech's
group
BSU BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Members pictured: Dave Howard, Edwin Amuah, Richard Smith,
Dave/Fowler, Gene Speer, Francis Fasuba, Kari Brown, Paul
Cook, Cheryl Henneford, Wendy Adams, Daren Critelli, Tom
Stiles, Dan Prickett, Daryl1 Byle, Rudy Mendoza, Joe Polya,
Don Cgllett, Mike Atkinson, Dana Wilkie, Craig Wright, Mike
Miner, Barb Jones, John Sauter, Robin Snell, Karl Jacobs,
Lori Webster, Stan Hruza, Mike Rowe. .
(Baptist Student
is concerned about
students. Through
and personal
interaction, BSU aims to
help students discover and
know God 1n a personal
way. How can God be
personal? Come and find
out with us!
(
a
BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZA'fION
Primary of thisgoals
organization are~ to ga1n
exposure to the business
world; to cause cormnunity
awareness of the business
degree program at Tech;
and to stimulate funding
for additional
scholarships. A group
interested in gaining
experience, helping within
the community, and
promoting the college.
Members pictured: Debbie Edsall, Cindy Farrar, Susan Nadeau,
Patti Kinsella, Therese Cassidy, Cindy Sanderson, Bob Krause,
Tony Solan, Cathy Falvey, Micki Palmer, Theresa Davis, Pat
Paustian, Sonya Davis, Michelle Lambrecht, Victor Burgos,
Clifford Hoshaw, Jenny Hagen, Peggy Duffy, Joe McClafferty,
Kevin Dennehy, Scott Larsen, Mike Houlihan, Kathy Hristou,
Dennis Gallegos, Jeff Tokish, Rufus Whitaker, and Noel Gruel.50t:=======================:J
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CHEMISTRY CLUB
To further promote the
study of the Chemical
Sciences through the use
of guest lecturersr field
trips, and planned
seminars. A primary
objective is to promote
interestin chemistry among
beginning students.
Members pictured:
Colleen
Dorinda
CHORUS
To provide
college chorus experienc~,
to perform a variety of
mUS1C for colleg~ campus
events, and to 1ncrease
appreciation of music at
Montana Tech.
Members pictured: Colleen Steinke, Taimi Alexander, Donna
George, Dave Bowen, Pam Rodgers, Pauline deBarathy, Ed Van
Eeckhout, Susan Smith, John B. George, Greg Formanack, Kriss
Douglass, Cheri Bradley, Lynne Ayers, Sheila Youngblood,
Roseann Hoffland, Betty Ott, Jonnee Western, Dan Haft, Irvin
Vavruska, Terry Coons, Donna Stolp, Kristi George, and Linda
Johnson.
Members 'pictured:
McDermott, Natalie
Mark DuFour, Kelley
Mike Dick, Gina Faldetta, Colleen
Deringer, Emily Goldhahn, Cole Deringer,
Wrigg, Belinda Erdelt, and Wayne Liebman.
CIRCLE K
A campus and community
service organization that
proves you can provide a
serV1ce and have fun too!
Circle K is the college
equivalent of Kiwanis and
Key Club. This 18 ap
exciting fast moving group
devoted to making things
. happen, involvement 1n
community and campus
affairs, and completing
any assigned task.
•COPPER GUARD
This group 1S open to
sophomore men. Its goals
~re to provide service to
both the campus 8pd
community, to promote and
sponsor various campus
activities, and to develop
leadership abilities as
responsible citizens.
Members pictured: Mike Sirokman, Eric
Porcello, Dave Kiekbusch, Warren Barnes, Tim
Dannenger, Doug White, Stan Dersch, John
Simmons, Matt Webb, Jim Mulcahy, Chuck Bates,
Ron Carpenter .
• ~5~2 ~ ,I
Doherty, John
Conners, Mark
Grubisch, Brian
Erik Green, and
COMPUTER CLUB
Promotes an increased
knowledge of the sClence,
design, development,
construction, language,
and application of modern
computing machinery.
Promotes a greater
interest in computing
machinery and its
applications. Provides a
means of communication
between persons having an
interest ln computing
machinery.
uror ...
III Ill.. d.lrt.d!
Members pictured: Sunjeev Pandey, Gina Pace, Sue Hergett,'
Darrell Andrews, Doug Rosencrans, John Smith, Dave Chadwick,
Milt Popovich, Jeff Johnson, Rajeev Pandey, Mike Harvey, and
Judi Bingler. •
Members include: Gary Harrington, Jim Greene, Allison Heim,
Mark Murphy, Erland Gendreau, Wayne Liebman, Wendy
Steinberger, Susan Gendreau, Ann Rona, Scott Mitchell, Thom
Reget, Paul Babb, Emily Goldhahn, Susan Jones, and Tony
Solan.
DRAMA CLUB
An enthusiastic group of
students, representing
nearly every major on
campus, this group was
reorganized in 1982, with
one goal in mind, to glve
students a chance to
exerClse acting skills.
T~e Drama Club
successfully produced yet
another melodrama to the
delight of receptive and
totally entertained
audiences in the spring of
1985. Next years goal 17
to put a production on In
both the fall and spring
semesters.
53
1:hos~ 'inthested in
rudemep.t;of piloting
a plane; you wIll be
expO's'ed,tothe "wild blue
yon~er."
1
Members pictured: David Kelley, Dick Johnson, Pat Kelley,
Mark Morrison, Jesse Gambee, and Rich Philippi.
Members include: Corry Bladow, Jill Blaine, Laureen Tutty,
Laura Stimatz, Judy Bingler, Tina Diebold, Todd Easton, Matt
Conklin, Jeff Roehl, Mark Baerlocker, Vicki Raue, Scott
Dolezal, Lisa Gardner, Kim Knerr, Fred Stone, Linda Filpula,
Jennifer Cashell, Connie Kennedy, Mike Dick, Gina Faldetta,
Dave Simmons, Brian Hohn, Jeff Cutler, Russ Zorn, Cheryl
Akers, Eric Green, Craig Schenk, Matt Storid, Kelley Wrigg,
Don McBride, Bill Bymaster, Ken Kins, and Jim Handley.
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HARDROCKERS
To develop school spirit,
boost morale, and to
entertain the student body
and general public at
athletic events.
Members pictured: Art Flaws, Steve Graham, Randy Eckert, Ji
Rau, Allen Jack, David Schnell, Murray Weatherhead, Jim
Ehret, Leslie Klond, Harvey Baron, Robert Scott, Kristin
l: Hudson, Bill Hogue, George Topolnyski, Jamie Con"(l.ell,and Dan
Semenuik.
Glenn Leroux
PHOTO CREDIT: Dave Schnell
Rob Scott
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INTERNATIONAL CLUB
To promote unity and
understanding among the
members, and to develop a
better understanding among
the «members, and to
deve l.dp a better
understanding of other
people's cultures < and
countries of origin
through the use of planned
programs anC!activities.
KMSM-FM RADIO STATION
To provide educational and
public affairs programming
to its radio audience, to
provide a learning
environment dealing with
the mechanical skills of
station operation, to
provide listeners with
activities and progress of
the mineral industries as
well as to provide
programs covering history, I
literature, music,
lectures, plays, and
foreign travel plus
pUblicity for cultural
events.
Members pictured: Glenn Hanna, Selami Cinbat, Zainal Yasin,
Manuel Nei~a, Ahmad Nasir Othman, Tina Diebold, Scott
Parmenter, Pithak Harnboonzong, Jerry Stiffarm, Sharon
Warila, Greg Lester, Herbert Browne, Rajiv Sagar, Ann Rona,
Kris Dennis, Omar Aba Hajar, Donald Branker, Cipriani Davis,
Chanda Singh, Elisabeth Arne Lim, Cheryl Koelzer, and Abbas
Riazati-Kesheh. Members not pictured: Fred Av-Yeung, Yee
Chin, Jalla Koiyan, Edwin Amvah, and Jalal Atamad.
Members pictured: Greg Stoll, John Shook, Chuck Plante,
Dayle Flynn, Craig Kent, Gary Dispensa, Bob Mathis, Debby
Hopper, Andy Parker, Steve Castle, David Weidner, Ken Cooper,
Keith Cromwell, Evan Molyneauk, Curtis Eck, Pat Stanley,
Steve Pryz, and Scott Antonich.
Members pictured: Troy Todd, Ron Miller, Joe Sternhagen,
Dave Miller, Jim Gillihan, Gust Woldvedt, Jim Oriet, Scott
Nuthak, Steve Zimmer, John Conner, Mike Mischkot, Ron Layton,
Dan Trudinowski, and Brad Havlovick.
M-CLUB
To organize maleall
monogram winners and to
make them proud of the
emblem they earn.
Monograms are earned for
intercollegiate play 1n
the sports of football and
basketball. Philanthropic
activities, the annual
Montana Tech Smoker, and
M-Day support are examples
of M-Club activities.
t
I
Members pictured: Dale Flynn, Greg Schwab, Ken Meikle, Hugh
Radkins, Dave Blann, Bob Hicks, and Ed Dickman.
PHOTO CREDIT:
Mountaineering Club
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MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
To promote and develop
safe mountaineering
techniques for interested
students and faculty and
to promote development of
mountaineering as a
recreational sport at
Montana Tech.
Members pictured: Andy Greene, Bob Hicks, Dale Flynn, Greg
Fitzpatrick, Belinoa Eckert, and Hugh Radkins.
Members .pictured: Cole
Fulton, Nancy Fulton, Kris
Toni Mooney, Ron Carpenter,
Mark DuFour, and Dave Smith.
NON-TRADITIONAL
CLUJ}
This club
information and
help the hon-traditional
student adjust to the
college environment so
that he/she may get more
out of their 'educational
experience
Tech.
at
Along
Montana
with
providing a social
setting, they establish
study groups to make the
adjustment to college life
easier.
Members pictured: Susan Jensen, Barbara Levengood, Sheila
Rieger, Virginia Robinson, Paul Beatty, Sharon Warila, Ed
Lampe, Aletha Suttey, Clifford Hoshaw, and Lloyd Barron.
Montana Tech has 17 Student Orientation Leaders selected by
an application/interview process. These student leaders are
chosen on the basis of their personability knowledge of
Montana TecH, and willingness to donate time for the purpose
of orienting students to the Tech campus. They participate
in a training weekend off campus where they develop skills
enabling them to work with the new students coming to Tech.
ORIENTATION LEADERS
.J,
pictured: Mike
Jamie Ogolin,
Minette, Aletha
Calvin Holt, Chris
Elva Smithers,
Bingler, Mark
Members
Miner,
Thomas
Suttey,
Walters,
Judi
O'Brian,
Dorinda
Micheletti,
Conklin.
Smith,
Jody
Matt
Dave
Funk,
and
Orientation Leaders also attend a training session during the
spring, and participate 1n a total preparation for the
f011ow ing Fa11 and Spring 0r i,entat ion s, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
Members pictured: Pete Knudsen, Cole Deringer, Michel Creek,
Kenn Gay, Paul Tassie, Liz Burns, Mark Russell, John Hanson,
John Jordan, Matt Conklin, Greg Schwab, Dan Thompson, Bruce
Stevenson, Kenneth Kins, Rick Hall. Andy Erickson, Ed
Diekman, Carl Burns, David Hollingshead, Mark Morrison, Brad
Brown, Rob Cronoble, Mike Johnsor., John Jones, and Ke~
Meikle.
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SHE SOCIETY OF MINING
ENGINEERS
The Society of Mining
Engineers 1S a student
chapter of the National
1 A.I.M.E. The object of
S.M.E. is to promote among
its members an increasing
knowledge of mln1ng,
geological, and mineral
engineering.processing
It also encourages
communication betwe.en its
members and
Club activities
industry.
include
trips to active
guest speakers,
func tions arid
national
field
mines,
social
attending
conventions.
SPE SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
Students enrolled t.n Petroleum Engineering are eligible fotniemb~rship in the Soci'ety
As members, they have the opportunity to broaden t;heir knowledge and leadership
qualities and to strengthen their technical and social bonds in association with fellow
members, instructors, and professionals in industry.
Members include: Jerome Aho, Eric Alexander, James Anderson,. Susan Bachini, Mark
Baerlocher, Warren Barnes, Harvey Baron, Charles Bates, Monte Bishop, Carole Boerner,
Scott Burkhardt, Kent Carlson, Connie Cheney, Dan Chiddix, David Christensen, Selami
Cinbat, Joel Cook, Jim Creybohm, Vern Cromwell, Vern Curry, Charles Degpoat, Stevan
Dewar, Michael Dick, Marcelyn Eckes, James Ehret, Elisabeth Einhorn, Charles Enberg,
John Engstrom, David Flack, Edwin Forsman, Kevin Fox, Dennis Franks, Byron Gale, James
Galvin, Jorge Garcia-Ramirez, Thomas Greany, Eileen Haikio, Glenn Hanna, Carol Hardman,
Pithak Harnboonzong, Darrell Haugeberg, Mark Hawley, Paul Helland, Todd Henry, Melanie
Hepton, Richard Hoiland, Calvin Holt, Ronald Holt, David Hoyt, Kristin Hudson, Robert
Huff, Thomas Hutson, Alan Jack, Darron Jackson, Harold Johnson, Michael Johnson, Robert
Karell, Eric Kaupanger, Craig Kent, Callin Kerr, Keith Knapstad, Gary Kolstad, Robert
Kosbab, Perry LaClaire, Steven Lauver, Luke Lawrence, Donald Lentz, Miles Lich, Steven
Lund, Debi Madison, Mark Malone, A. Manjnath, Bryce Martin, Brad McCauley, John Merkel,
Robert Michelotti, Thomas Minette, Randal Mitchell, Arthur Moritz, Gregg Morstein, Garry
Moyes, Cheryl Myott, Erik Naglis, C. Nelson, Mary North, Michael Olson, Andrew Oslanski,
Jeff Pack, Richard Parker, Max Paustian, Kenneth Pischke, Marlin Polowick, Joseph Polya,
John Porcello, Brett Powell; Michael Ramseler, Lodette Reede, Abbas Riazati-Kesheh,
Barry Ritchie, Raymond Rogers, Glenn Rudner, Jeffery Rugen, Tasha Russell, Duane Sallee,
Jon Salomonsen, Alan Sarver; Robert Satchwell, John Sauter, Craig Schenk, Arlen Schmalz,
David Schnell, and Robert Scott.
SltIE SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
<JiIij
organization dedicated
the < advancement of
wO]Jlen erigineers. The
obj:edive of ~he Society
to inform aspiring
young' women ana the
gehe1;-al public of the
t:equirements,
qual,ifications,
achievements
engi~eers.
serves as
encour<a,geWl?nt
information
by women
The Society
a base for
professional engineering
field for womeh.
and
and
the
Members pictured:
Yakawich, Lisa
Faldetta.
SPURS
A national honorary organization open to
sophomore women. Objectives are to
provide special service at the request of
the college or civic organizations with
the goal being ,!;-,o promote the betterment
of th~ school and co-ed activities.
Members pictured: Connie Kennedy, Teresa
Schneider, Cheryl Akers, Belinda Erdelt,
Stacy Greeny, Cheryl Frisbee, Jennie
Hagan, Kim R~estad, Jodette Reede, Tammy
Ghenie, Joan Burke, Mary McCully, Mary
Winje, and Nina Lupkiewicz.
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Joan Burk, T.C. Diebold, Vicky Raue, Mary
Garner, Jan Jacobson, Marcy Eckes, and Gina
I
I
Members pictuTPrl: Dan Prickett, Gary
Brent Miller, Cindy Girres,
Paust i.an, WadE"Anderson, Marcie Eckes, Rugen, Laurie
Castle, Leroy Friel, Craig Schenk, Monte Olson, Ed Konda,
Dorvan Polson, Mike Nichols, Curtis Link, Doug Strand,
Lee Nielson.
Members pictured: Bryce Martin, Dan Harrington, Linda
Filpula, Albert Guay, Stacey Bartscher, Jennifer Cashell,
Kathy Rapp, Bruce McMillen, Dave Crnich, Kendall Thompson,
and Mike Wilson. Members not pictured: Dick Hoiland, Vicki
Crnich, Julie Faroni, Tim Fitzpatrick, Keith Graham, Jim
Greene, Debby Hopper, Bill Pacheco, Mike Pinsoneault, Tim
Thomas, Dave Sullivan, Sharon Shurte, Jim Rettinger, Peggy
Donahue, Joe Cavanaugh, Mike McGee, Nolan Smith, Kevin
Carroll, Tracy Davis, JoAnne O'Neill, Michelle Sullivan, and
Robert Rivers.
'TEC~OCRAT
A weekly
n~wspaper
Montana
,w' ,,',,/. >, '<1',:',. 'faoutty, arid
opportunity to share views
and keep informed. This
stu.deIit pub1ica't'ion;
funded by the students,
offers experiences in Some
business-related aspects
of journalism as well
in reporting, photography,
and editing.
~ifs: CHN 011 "'\ T _
,,.... ." ,•• f J- ........-.- ----- --_40_- ------ _.,.._,.. ..- ............. """"""-_ ... -- ..._..--
gOql.of TERB,
ta pramotE',
heal ehy .... ac.t;ivity and
f"e'ltbwsh Ip .
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
COMMITTEE
Ta perpetuate on-gaing
events an Mantana Tech's
campus such as: M-Day,
Homecaming, and E-Day.
'I
Members pictured: Michael McDonald, Ben Volk, Tor
Gudmundsen, Penny Johnson, Cnral Skoltich, Terri Foley, Erir.
Alexander, .Ted Dobson, Julie Faroni, Dr. Gerald Youngblood,
Chris Walter, David Smith.
Members pictured: Kris Schuyler, Craig Schenk, Mark
Baerlocher, Russ Zorn, Fred Stone, Gina Pa~e, Brian Hahn, and
Frank Preshern.
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As President of Montana Tech, Dr. DeMoney's greatest
challenge came from the Blue Ribbon Commission which wanted
to transfer the engineering programs to MSU and make Tech
into a junior college. Fred DeMoney provided the
leadership necessary to defend the college.
President Fred W. DeMoney
osmonsrYEARI
PRE/lOEnT RETIREI
Dr. Fred W. DeMoney became the eigth
president of Montana Tech on July 1,
1972. On November 25, 1919, Fred
DeMoney was born in Oak Park,
Illinois. He received a B.S. in Fire
Protection Engineering in 1941 from
the Illinois Institute of Technology.
lone Christine Edstrom became his
wife in 1944. They had five
children.
DeMoney worked for Kimberly Clark
Corporation, Parten Machinery
Company, MAICO Inc., Dow Chemical
Company, and Kaiser Aluminum, from
1941 to 1972. During these years,
DeMoney also attended the University
of Minnesota, receiving a M.S. in
Metallography and a Ph.D. in Physical
Metallography.
Tech
Some of the results of the DeMoney years was steady
enrollment increases, expansion of physical facilities, and
growth of academic programs. Fred also implemented the
Challenge Plan which supplemented faculty salaries,
increased scholarships, updated laboratory equipment, and
even partially funded a new engineering laboratory and
classroom building, currently under construction.
Dr. DeMoney's twelve years at Montana
characterized by tremendous change and growth.
THANKS FRED!!!
are
Dean Roy Turley
6S
Dave Andrews
Ed Ayers
Paul Beatty
Ed Bingler
Gilbert Cady
Dave Chadwick
Harold Cheuvront
Margaret Ciccolella
Ted Dobson
Doug Drew
John Dunstan
Fred Earll
Dave Edelman
Thomas Finch
Dena Fracolli Stepp
Elmer Gless
Jack Goebel
Vernon Griffiths
Dennis Grose
Ronald Hays
Robert Hensley
Joe Kasperick
Frank Kondelis
Sarah McClernan
James Michelotti
Elizabeth Morrissett
Charles Nelson
John Nugent
Cally O'Donnell
Donald Petritz
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Edwin Prince
Karla Satchwell
Greg Sheridan
Thomas Waring
Mary Zartman
Tarek Ahmed
Nels Anderson
Ruben Arratia
Robert Bergantino
LaDene Bowen
John Brower
JoAnn Buysse
Han Chang
Dan Chiddix
Doug Coe
Eugene Collins
Joanne Cortese
Willard Cox
Richard Douglass
Hugh Dresser
Debra Hanneman
Gary Harrington
Lindsay Hess
Conrad Hilpert
11att Honarpour
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George Hoyle
William Huestis
Donald Johnson
Theodore Jordan
Pete Knudsen
David Kortum
Sharon Lewis
William MacGregor
Jack McGuire
George Markins
Don Miller
Raymond Murray
Nagendra Pandey
Dan Phillips
Robert Robins
Vaughn Rodgers
Paul Sawyer
Linda Schoenstedt
Mark Sholes
William Sill
Don Stierle
Arthur Story
Irving Studebaker
Burt Todd
Edward
Van Eeckhout
Charles Wideman
Lester Zeihen
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Cheryl Henneford
Tracy Quinn
Kristin Hudson
Cheryl Henneford was elected the Queen of
Homecoming 1984. She is the daughter of
Gene and Jan Henneford of Billings,
Montana. Majoring In Petroleum
Engineering, Cheryl is a Junior at Montana
Tech. Miss Henneford was escorted by
Steve Lauver.
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Homecoming
Queen
Candidates
Kris Schuyler
Bernadette Comba
Cheryl Frisbee
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ALL CONFERENCE TEAM
Junior Coleman
Brad McCauley
John Conner
Mike Mischkot
Garth Dodson
Jim Hendricks
ALL ACADEMIC TEAM
Jim Wilkinson
Darron Jackson
John Harrington
Brad Havlovick
ALL DISTRICT TEAM
Junior Coleman
81
Tech
Spikers
capture 2nd
in Frontier
conference
following 0
50
match season
82
Tau Beta PI
Pie Eating
Contest
unnnsss.
Scott Parmenter
fast & neat, .
mark Baerlocher
messyi
83
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International Club Dinner
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DIGGERS
DO IT
\ AGAIN!
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D
AGAIN
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LILLY
THE
FELI.:ON'S
DAUGHTER
112
Barbara Levengood
April Moses
Thomas Reget
Pauline geBarathy
Bet$yMehcar~lli'
,Gary M1frring~oli/-
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J
E-DAY F,U I",
Results of ASM Bridge
Building Contest:
1: Kristin Hudson
2: Jung/Theberge
3: Haskin/Osterberg
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The 1985 MAGMA is dedicated to Wally Schriner, who retired in
Student Union Building. He
who gave everything a 200%
early ~n the morning and
make sure that the SUB was
December, 1984 as janitor of the
was a very dedicated worker
effort. Wally would come very
occasionally on weekends to
looking its best.
Many students, faculty, and staff members could always count
on Wally for a friendlv "Good Morning!" or a "How are you
doing!". In any conversation, he would always tell a joke
that would leave one in a good mood for the entire day.
Wally was found by many to be a close personal friend.
Montana Tech and the SUB will never be the same without
Wally. He has made a lasting impression on this institution
and everyone associated with it in his years of serv~ce. The
MAGMA staff sincerely wishes Wally the best of luck in the
future!
&
&
~
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Pictured are: Ed Belanger,
Dennis Bolton, Marlene Evatt, Bud Dinius,
Mike Hockint, Bob Benjamin, Wally
Art Caldwell, and Dan Mahoney.
Casey and Gene Trucano.
Pictured are: Olsen, Ayers,
Redfern, Tom Foley, and Bob Haft. Not pictured are:
Berryman, Mickey McLaughlin, Kevin Laurandeau, Glen
Keller, Art Vesco, Dennis Lowney, Bill Arntson, Steve
Rustvold, Jack Weis, Rollo Shea, and Lance Kelley.
THE
FOLLOWING
PAGES WHO
TECH
GOING! !
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m'Ontona
Of
ACTING DIRECTOR: Henry McClernan
And Geology
154
HYDROLOGY DEPARTMENT: John Sonderegger,
Marek Zaluski, Tom Osborne, Ted Duaime,
Bob Bergantino, JudeyKay Scofield, Betty
McManus, and Herman Moore
EARTHQUAKE STUDIES:
Mike Stickney
INFORMATION DIVISION:
Onge, Sharon Burt,
and Hal James
Wilson, Biz Patterson,
Sheila Roberts, Roger Holmes, Tom Don Lawson
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Bowen,
Pauline Peters
,\
•
HPER: Paul Giesey, Karen Petersen,
Linda Schoenstedt, Mike Carle,
Lorrie Giesey, Deb Richards,
John Debich, Don Petritz,
156 Margaret Ciccolella, Kelvin
Sampson, and Jo Ann Buysse
FINANCIAL AID:
Beth Seymour
Sally Christensen
Alice RyaD
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION:
STUDENT SERVICES:
Margie Pascoe
PLACEMENT:
Suzanne Andrews
(not pictured)
Jessie Kavanaugh
La.urie Neils
~ ~--.
REGISTRAR'S:
Cathy Orth
Arlene Holland
Joe Cavanaugh
PRESIDENTS:
Mary Seccombp
Joan Merrick
Karen Monaghan
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ADMISSIONS:
Jadeen Robinson
Debbie Cerise
Kim McManus
Angie McCarthy
159
Karla Satchwell
Barb Martin
Russ Zorn
BOOKSTORE: ,Carolyn Phillips, Shirley
Sauerbier, and Irma Murray
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES: Jo Ann Lewis
CENTRAL DUPLICATING
AND MAILROOM:
G"lenbie Hagman
Charlene Tat.e
Leslie DeMers
Frank Redfern
160
SUPPORT BUTTE
PLEASE PATRONIZE OURADVERTISORS,
. ~,8SADVRRfJUlSRRSit
, t,p~+vMAGMAoperating with the highest of
. quality!
_.A ftl..M.A~=av=-=a=aYi =-V=-=a=a~
We extend our "THANKS" to our 1985 advertisers!!
We have-greatly increased size, color, and quality of this
.:x-e:E\r'sbook with the support of our advertisers.
We encourage all students, faculty, and staff to let our advertisers
" 'serve you with the same great service they have given us.
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AUTO-TRUCK
PARTS and
ACCESSORIES
Discount Prices
Economy and performance supplies, too
PEPSI'S GOT IT
HARRINGTONS PEPSI-
COLA BOTTLING
BUTTE,MONTANA
2210 HARRISON AVE.
BUTTE, MT 59701
PH. (406) 782-1666
112 N. WASHINGTON
DILLON, MT 59725
Ph. (406) 683-6166
Just the
Place to Shop ...
I13nutjowu . For the Gifts
::-~ That Linger On
'olf.~,~ Bridal Registry .. , Lay-a-way ...l51f... Gift Certificates ... Special orders ...
Complimentary Gift Wrap. D'tuwMld, -{J~-4~-EE
PERCALE WATERBED SHEET SETS
Satin Sheets including pillowcases
In Historic Uptown Butte We Care Enough
To
Offer the Best!
Your Dependable Dealer
In Sales and Service
1200 E. Commercial 51.
Anaconda, MT
406-563-5225
MAGNUM
PETROLEUM, INC.
2000Holmes Ave.
Butte, Montana
BARTLE'S
INTERSTATE
EXXON
Wholesale Supplies of
Quality Petroleum Products
Sell & Full Serve Gasoline
Lubrication & Oil
Minor Repair.
Hour. 7:30-8:00 PM 8:00 AM-6:oo PM
Weekday. Sunday.
1759South Montana St. - 723-9094
BuUe,MT
Thirftway SUPER STOPS:
Homes and Harrison Amherst and Harrison
Montana Street
Anaconda, Montana
406.782.2893 102 E. Granite Butte, Montana 59701
406-563-2253 622 Elm Anaconda, MT. 59711
Eat In or Take out
10:00AM to
midnight
GORDON R. SMITH
'. . Sales Manager
• TWO·WAY RADIOS
• Sales • Service • Engineering • Consulting
2300 HARRISON AVENUE. BUTTE, MONTANA
59701 • PHONE (406) 723·9239
Personal Phones and Phone Systems
163
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THE FUN PLACE
TO SHOP GARY LEAN
DOCTOR OF
..., TUNE-OLOGY
ff~-, @@:~IAUW
. .~ ~~ Complete Repair
: .', on all models of V's_ ~'~g_~'~Also other Foreign Cars
. ~ ~II ~_ And American Cars
~II:7;;'_ *Transmissions *Overhaul
*Fuel Injection *Tune-up
624 E. FRONT *Electrical Systems *Brakes
75 EAST PARK PLAZA - UPTOWN
BUTTE
•
=- -- -- .-- . - ..
Tapes and Records SPECIALIZING IN RABBITS - DASHERS
AND DIESELS
624 E. Front St. rBUTTE 1:82-3797
Emergency
After Hours
call Res. 782-2038
First In Butte With New Releases
.' 1500 Harrison 782-0790
BOOTS & SHOES
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY.
~(~
\fir'
WORLD TRAVEL
SPORT. WORK WE SELL AT AIRPORT PRICES
• SAFETY SHOES
• BELTS
• BILLFOLDS
• TROPHY
BUCKLES
HONDO
NOCONA
LARAMIE
COWTOWN
~.
~ SEA - AIR - LAND
., ..; CRUISES AND TOURSSince 1917
MILLER'S
SHOE STORE
Complete Tr-avel Arrangements
Anywhere in the World
2455 Harrison phone 723-6000 or 782-2337
CALL BUTTE
[782-1306'
301 s. ARIZON~J
h.f.",d~ /l ISh.e~ Lanaiej,
~
Box 3463 2405 Harrison
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
PIONEER
CONCRETE & FUEL, INC
~ 843 MARYLAND AVE.
Ready-Mixed
Concrete
First Quality Service
"for over 60 years"
• Strength
Lasting Satisfaction
• Cement. Durowall
• Firebrick. Flue Liners
Butte
723-5435
Mon-Fri
8:00-4:30.
Free Estimates
We also Handle.
• Concrete Blocks
• Brick. Ltme « Acid
• Masonry Equip & Supplies
• Washed Sand & Gravel
Dave R. Shepperd
Candy Maker Member of Am. Assn,
of Candy Technologists
• Heat Forms
• Coal. Stoker Furnaces
DELANEY'S VU VILLA
HONEST ABE'S
USED CARS & TRUCKS
BUY. SELL • TRADE
COMPLETE NEW STOCK OF
VU HATS
Try our Delicious Hot or Cold -SANDWICHES-
Larry King-Owner, Manager 3301 Harrison
Phone 494-8800 Butte, Montana 59701
ham
turkey
. pastrami
salami swiss
corned beef cheddar
beef
french
rye
white
THE BEST HAIRCUTS
TWEED'S
PARADISE CRAFTS AND
FLORAL
'88
• WEDDING SUPPLIES
• MACRAME CORD
• ART SUPPLIES
• BALSA WOOD
• STAINED GLASS
• SILK FLOWERS
The Sign OJ Good Food
Throughout Montana .
.[~!~!I"
Restaurants
Open 24 Hours"Let us help you be creative"
BUTTE PLAZA MALL 494-4788
'-8110---,-..-"-,,,-,..-,,-,,,-,-11'-"'-'
615'""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
hl.m·m' Rainbow
Your Ouality Appliance & TV-
Store In Butte-Shop For-Zenith, Sylvania,
WestingHouse, Amana, Kitchenaid, Speed
Queen Washers & Dryers, And Eureka
Vacs -
We Are Doing Everything We Can
To Keep Prices Down!
Convenient Terms -
3333 Harrison Ave. Ph: (4061494-5130
Butte. Montana 59701
TONY DI FRONZO. JR.
Home 494-3519
RAY CLARK. JR.
Home 494-4794
165
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Congratulations Graduates!
- You've completed a difficult program of study in one of the nations finest schools!
And you undergraduates - have faith. There's much to be done in the years to
come, and your skills will playa vital role in shaping the future.
16 EAST GRANITE
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
1 (406) 723-5441
Technology + Knowledge + Caring
An Equation to Meet Your Health Care
Needs
at
ST. JAMES COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL
400 South Clark Street 2500 Continental Dr.
782-8361
"Best Wishes at Graduation"
From Ken & Mike Flink
55 East Galena, Butte, Montana
782-2334
Wynn Garwood-Pres.
John Darlington-V/P
Lewis Hettick-Sec.
Robert C. Wedlake-Tr.
ROCK·OlA JUKE BOXES
VIDEO GAMES
CIGARETTE
CANDY &.
SNACK MACHINES
FOOSE BALL GAMES
VALLEY POOL TABLES·
&: POOL ACCESSORIES
GOTTlEIB PIN GAME
PARTS
SUPPLIES
SERVICE 723-6726
CALL US IN BUTTE 24 HOUR SERVICE
.827 E. Front
&~II Broadway & Wyoming Sts.Butte, Montana 59701Phone (406) 723·5461
Motor Inn • Cavalier Lounge
Apartments • OfficesFlIIIIII
WINDOW GLASS AUTO GLASS
PLATE GLASS MIRRORS
SCHULTE'S GLASS SHOP
227 West Galena
Butte, MT.
~--8unE---.
-FUlL SERVICE -FUlLPRE·MIl( 23 3984V£NOIHG AND SPECIAl. 7
- FlA.l POST ·Moe EVENTS SERVICE •
SERVICE I. Coal,.,.
BOB SCH U LTE, Proprietor PHONE 792-6911
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WESTERN MEAT BLOCK
FROM THE EMPLOYEES
OF
"Beef On A Budget"
Try Our Inflation Pack
51b. chicken
51b. Picnic Ham
51b. Hamburger
51b. Pork Roast
51b. Pork Sausage
Only $31.50
BUTTE, MONT. 58701820 DEWEY BLVD.
PHONE 494-4319
PARKSTREET SERVICE
GREEN RIVER, WYOMING
Tires - Batteries
Lube Jobs
WORLD'S LARGEST
TRONA MINE 800 W. Park St. - Ph. 782-0685
Butte, Montana
Shocks Brake Jobs
THE PARTY SHOPPE
Beer, Wine, Groceries, Hot Sandwiches
And Now For Your-Convenience, We Have
GAS TANK SERVICE
S.J. PERRY CO.
~
~
Industrial Supplies &
Tools
841 Pari! St.
M-F,7-11
Sun. 10-9 Our 51st YearPumping Equipment - Heating -
Plumbing
712 So. Arizona
Butte, Montana 59701
PAUL S. JORDAN
JEWELRY
1934 - 1985
Chemical Compounds
Compressors, Generators, & Parts
Grinders & Abrasives
Heating & Heaters
Industrial Coating - Rustoleum
Mining & Construction
Packing & Pump Seals - Sheet Rubber &
Gaskets
Pumps & Accessories & Parts
Safety Items
Tools & Parts Accessories
'Where Quality Comes First'
Bridal Sets Gift Items
Watches Watch Bands
Black Hills Gold Chains
Watch and Jewelry Repair
782-804017West Park
Discount to all Montana Tech Students
Bring J.D.
In Historic Up Butte
Bear
Feet
For traction when
it's wet· Grizzly
has the answer in
a superior leather-
topped rubber
pack.
Extr. width hHI
and a ,t ••1 'hank
glv •• you
ph."oman.1
I.t.r.l .upport.
LI
Pack Log Boot
Available for felt liner or without, these
packs nave a standard 14" leather lOP
over an American rubber bottom. Doubre-
soled with fireman's fOKing. they will take
a patch or can be completely rebuilt.
AIR·BOB Pack
229 E Commercial St.
Anaconda, MT 59711
Patented AIR·B08
molded sole-far better
uecttcn than Vlbram on
any surface and It won't
clog!
Phone 494-3630
Emergency 494-3630
AAHA
Member
BURRITT ANIMAL
HOSPITAL
DR. KENNETH p,.~BURRITT
Office Hours 3240 HARRISON AVE.
By Appointment BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
Across From Wendy's
•• at CALL 1·800·548·8451
,
O,W,lte
GRsl~ZZi.yad·BOOTBOeO.
Great Food ...
Fast Service
Bud & Donna Royse--Owner Operators
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N.Wh, re tne customer ts •• ",mp",.
FARMERS UNION TRADING
COMPANY
Petroleum Products
Hardware
Chain Saws
Farm Supplies
Feed-Seed-Fertilizer
701 East Front Street
BUTTE, MONTANA
59701
Phone 723-4089, 723-4080
1-90& Harrison Exit
2900 Harrison Ave.
1-408-494-3500 "TRY DOWNEY FIRST"
DOWNEY DRUGButte's Only Full Service Budget Motel
Restaurant • Lounge • Live Entertainment
Heated Pool· Budget Rates PHONE: 782-12351839 HARRISON AVE. BUTTE, MONTANA
Best of Luck to the Graduating Classl
1807 FLORENCE AYE.
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
24 Hour Service
- Plumbing Fixtures -
Hot 'Water Heaters & Boilers
Septic Systems
Repair
Your Do-it-Yourself Center
Ph. 782-0407
.rTIA¥lAIEI
BOWLING
Lounge Cafe
4 V2 Mile Vue
Across From the Airport
Butte, Montana
MACDONALD AUTO
REPAIR
CALL US
FREE
ESTIMATES
GENERAL
AUTO
REPAIR Lenox - Noritake - Mikasa
Formal and Casual China and Crystal
Gorham - Community - International - Oneida
Holloware and Flatware
Hummel Figurines
Gift Items
Bridal Gift Service
1807 Harrison Ave.
Phone (406) 723-5366 Butte, Montana 59701
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Cars - Pick-Ups - 4 Wheel
Drives - Light Trucks
Transmissions - Tune-Ups
Overhauls - Brakes - Clutches
Engine Rebuilding & Exchanging
723-5791 230 East Platinum, Butte
................ 723-8383 - 723-8334
ELLIS OFFICE SUPPLY
OFFICE FURNITURE, MACHINES,
SUPPLIES
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
~ A RAINBOW OF GIFTS •
__ INClUDING---~
STATIONERY. POSTERS· JEWELRY
SOFT SCULPTURE· CHIMES. MOBllS "
7 SOUTH MONTANA STREET
782·0665
STOP IN AND SHARE A RAINBOW DREAM
129 NO_ MAIN STREET (At Granite)
JOHN CUNLIFFE BUTTE, MONTANA............
WESTERN
IRON WORKS, INC.
DRIVE-IN
CLEANERS
Everything in Steel Phone 782"1211
Machinists, Brass and Bronze Founders
Structural Steel Designers and Fabricators
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
345 SOUTH MAIN STREET
1400 E. Second St. Butte Ph_ 723-5471
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
RENTAL ApPRAISALS
ESCROWS
1547 HARRISON AVE.
BUTTE. MONTANA
782·9266
782-2000
Things to Rent for
Every Event ®
PARTIES & BANQUETS· LAWN &
GARDEN. EXERCISE. MOVING
• CAMPING. FLOORS. AUTO·
CONVALESCENSE. PAINTING·
GUESTS
Duggan
Dolan
Mortuary
Tools and Equipment for
HOME. INDUSTRY.
CONTRACTOR
~~T ~ RYDER 723-4368
-. 1'::J) 400 E. Front
Butte
.~~
Ii"'
c MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE INC.
P.O. Box 765 406/723-3239 Butte, Montana 59702
Professional Staff
• Dennis Dolan • Mickey Murphy • William Pengelly CONTINENT AL REAL TV INC.
CHARLIE R.EED - PRESIDENT
• Robert Spear
Public Relations
• Mrs. Francis X. Dolan
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LESKOVAR MOTORS, INC. COLOR TELEVISION - AIR CONDITIONED
i72
•IM3itti'Jjf'1!IUiI·]!~1 CAPUI ~10TELFORD PARTS
SERVICE & PARTS
]9 E GALENA
782·91 ]9
AUTO SALES
BUTTE, MONTANA
3766 Harrison
494·6604
39 E. GALENA ST.
BUTTE MT
220 NORTH WYOMING
PHONE NO. (406) 723·4391
EXCELSIOR MEATS
CASHELL Montana Grain Feed Beef
Quarters & Sides
Smoked Ham & Bacon
Homemade Franks & Klobase
ENGINEERS
o :.~~8EO~E~;!~06~~2~~:~O~~!:~~:O~ONTST.
0...:~~t~~~~,1E5NI; !4~~~1~4 MIDLAND ROAD
422 North Excelsior - 782-2393
ARTS-CRAFTS
your complete craft center
I
4T£UESI.N
TI~4"lnJ 41;EN[\T
Joan Hopwood & Lois Tokar
uptown Butte, Montana 59701
Grumbacher
127 west park phone 723-7877
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
• Airline. Cruise • Hotel
• Tours • Groups
Butte Plaza Shopping Center
Mon-Fri-v.Ouarn to 5:00pm
(406)494-2415 OPEN SAT. 10:30 to 3:00 PM
MONTANA TECH
BOOKSTORE
Congratulation to the Class of '85
for all of your accomplishments
We would be pleased to serve you in the future.
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• 'AlII • ACUSSOI8
• DlAilCU_ lOOlS
.POWEIU .. '
.--(~I
TREVILLION
JOHNSON
GEMS
2400 S. Montana
Gifts for Every Occasion
• Birthdays. Weddings. Graduation
• Jewelry. Gems. Ivory » Coral
We are the "Rockhounds"
Drop In - Visit & Browse Around
Monday thru Sat
Phone - 723-6010
• GlI.AI(
• ... IIlIS_AI(
·_SIIMS
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAIL Y
SUNDAY 12 TO 5
Bum PLAZA •
SHOPPING C[NTER
• 'IXlS
·_IOOlS
TElEPHONE: (406) 782·4244
'''$1:q\M~
Montana Muffler & Supply Co.
(406) 723-4595 "THE VERY BEST TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS"
MONTANA BROOM &
BRUSH
CO.
Complete Shock Absorber Service
Complete Exhaust Service
Complete Brake Service
441 SO. MONTANA
BUTTE. MONTANA 59701 804 S. Arizona St. Butte, MT 723-5650
401 South Main Street
Butte Montana 59701
"Signs of All Kinds"
WELCOMESYOU!
ROBERT "BOB" PETERSON
(406) 723-4788 President, General Mgr.
Elegant dining i~ the Copper King's Dining Room!
A relaxing repast in our COlumbia Garden Coffee Shop!.
Live entertainment in Crazy Clancy's Claim Lounge!.
HIAM ELECTRONICS, Inc.
Electrical Contractor
Commercial - Industrial Residential
Wiring
Two relaxing indoor heated pools and a sauna!
151/uxuriously eopointed guest rooms!
Audrey Hiam, President
Peter Hiam, Manager
Sunny Kay McDowell, Office Manager 1150 W. Gold
Phone 782-6122 Butte, Montana 59701
FOR RESERVA TlONS CALL TOLL FREE: Out 01 State: 1-800-548-6008
4655 Harrison A ve. South Butte, Montana 69701 (406) 494·6666
11SWeAt BItoa.cilAla.y Phone.: 723-5160
~. Montan4 59701
FOR ALL YOUR PRINTING NEEVS
Butte Academy of
Beauty Culture Inc.
303 W. Park St.
"School of Cosmetology"
CONGRATULATIONS
Serving Southwe.t Montan.
Discount Prices on Student Services.
All work under instructor supervision.
Window and Plate Glass
Auto and Truck Glass a Specialty
Phone 723-3258 -
FORFreshness AND Quality
MEADOW GOLD DAIRIES
2401 Cobban, Butte
723-4353
QUILICI GLASS
730 S. Arizona Butte, Montana 59701
confidential counselling service for individuals concerned
about their alcohol or drug use.
f6jj?JIJ UI c' f1ti;l
~ ~
HAVE AGlf~DAY
Intervention counselling for friends and family members of
alcohol or drug abusers.
BOB & JOE'S Wholesale
813 South Arizona SI. BUTTE. MONTANA 59701
Bob, Betty, Bob Jr., and K.T. Koprivica
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Serving
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• Clean Stores
• Friendly People
• Quality & Selection
• ln-Store Bakery
• Fresh Produce
• Well·Trimmed Meats
BUTTE
3100 Harrison
25631/, HARRISON AVE
BUTTE,'MTo 59701
Phone 782-8211
- MACHINE & MOVIE RENTALS
VIDEO SUPPLIES
AUDIO CASSETfJ'ES
AND
A FRIENDLY SMILE
ONE OF BUTTE'S LARGEST
VIDEO RENTAL STORES
MONT AN A TECH STUDENTS
BRING IN YOUR ID
YOU'RE A MEMBER
CHECK OUT OUR
SPECIALS
• In Store Deli
Th f1e§Mt e1mt
'Bath aM Gift Slwp
65 'Eo 'BroaJway
'Butte, MonJana 59701
Hazel 'Eo Carter
.:
AMERICAN YEARBOOK COMPANY
Gene Stock
P.O. Box 27215
Billings, MT 59704
THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
ENJOY IT
177
A SALUTE TO
MONTANA TECH-
ONE OF AMERICA'S FINEST
ENGINEERING COLLEGES.
ANACONDA Minerals Company <>
Division of AtlantlcRlchfleldCompany
178
. '
EXPERIENCED EQUIPPED
EXCAVATOR
A MONTANA TELEVISION NETWORK. BOX
3500, BUTTE, MONTANA 59702
~~
~E ~~ANVTART~~~~~C~~~
~
• RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL,
Best of Luck to
~<g~I'~"ED~ij1<>, 7~R~~~~~4
8EHER
SERVICE" Co .. II..... I.1 0" N•• I 10Conlln.nll' Conc,.,.
Tech
Graduates
,
;.• •
• • Local And Worldwide Moving
• Expert Packing • Storage
• Complete Door To Door Service
• Special Equipment
• Experienced People
• Free Estimates
•
"Uk lIl~e the 711ta4U1ltJ
OJ lf~ Wtntd"
17si59~
.. •
•• (!.:
northAmerican.
YAH UNES/AGENT
•
•
~
\. " .~.( • ..
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~ayt~n£n-cf?icha~J~
'Jun£~al JIvm£
Piszer's Palace
Esther and Pee Wee
Holmes
303 West Daly
Walkerville l
~
GET YOUR ASS UP
THE HILL!
1800 FLORENCE AVENUE
BUTTE,MONTANA 59701
723-3221
Men's Stores of Montana
Uptown Butte
782-1208
37 W. Park
Butte, Montana 59701
• Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
• Suits by Austin Reed
• Athletic Cut Suits
• Arrow & Career Club Shirts
• Damon Sportswear
• Samsonite Luggage
• J. David Clothes
• Sansabelt Slacks
• Stetson Hats
• Freeman Shoes
• Christian Dior
~ Member By Invitation ....
NATIONAL SELECTED MORTICIANS
Home Owned
• FURNITURE
• CARPET
• APPLIANCES
• TELEVISION/VCR
• STEREO
• LAWN EQUIPMENT
600 S. Excelsior, Butte - Eggers
200 S. Farragut, Butte - East Gate
201 S. Idaho, Dillon - Terry's
L' ~ II PHDTDGRAPHIC
IT ~ II SUPPLIES
16 East Main. Bozeman, MT 59715 • 406-586-3281
In Montana - 800-457-3456
Outside Montana - 800-548-0203
w<!,Medici1lP 8hoppe
1i~O)B:l\')p. 3103
. ~. ~ ,- \ HARRISON
~ ~. ~~'r. AVE.\, ..' .' {;S~{;J'S Store Hours
. ~~.~.. Mon.-Thur.
ITEMS LIMITED TO .. 9:15-6
STOCK ON Fri. 9:15-9
HAND Free Parking Sat. 9:15-6
AND SONS 494-3445
1369 HARRISON AVENUE (406) 792-1245
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701 GREG LOUSHIN, R.PH.
I
*GUNS - AMMUNITION*
*FISHING TACKLES*
*SKIIS*
"Knowledge isof two kinds.
Wemow a subject
ourselves, or we know
where we am find
information upon it."
Boswell, Life ofjotmso« (1775)
You can find a wealth of
information from the Federal Government
at Depository libraries. Contact your
local library.
l'101~TAiU, TiCH
The Federal Depository
Library Program
Office of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401
This program is supported by The Advertising Council and is a public service ollhis publication.
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Irvin Vavruska
Editor MAGMA
I
It is our sincere hope at the MAGMA that the efforts made in
the production of this memory book will in some way con-
structively reflect the year we sought to represent. We
strived to cover all the special events with as few errors as
possible.
I would like to personally give a special thanks to Nicky, my
assistant editor, who put in many extra hours working, man-
aging the staff, and for putting up with all my shit! I would
also like to thank the photo editors, Linda and Tom, whose
efforts were countless and for putting up with my short
notices and demands. Erland, the business manager, also
deserves credit for keeping us all laughing. The rest of the
staff deserve thanks for a job well done. They are: Aloha,
Debbie, Paula, Anne, Cheryl, Steve, Scott, Joan, Connie,
Kim, Chuck, Peggy, Karen, Emily, Mark, Brian, and Alyse.
Special thanks also goes to Steve Hadnagy for taking por-
traits of students, faculty, and administration; to the Mon-
tana Tech Library, especially Dena and Joyce, for their sup-
port and typesetting services; to the Montana Tech Book-
store for supplies and for distributing yearbooks; to Barb
from the Student Activities Office for putting up with us; to
Old West Security for all their help and understanding; to
Leslie in the Mailroom for helping us meet our deadlines and
keeping our yearbook shipped out on time; to Cheryl from
the Business Office for helping us out with our 'business'; to
the Purchasing Office for purchase requistions and our pay-
checks; to the Registrar's Office for helping out at registra-
tion; to Maureen at Jostens American Yearbook Company for
answering all of our questions; to Wally for being our special
friend; and to all students, faculty, and staff who submitted
photographs and a special thanks to all who supported the
MAGMA. A special thanks also goes out to all advertisers.
Without their support, there would be no yearbook.
~
~l
~
~l
And finally, I would like to thank Don, our advisor, for abso-
lutely everything! His patience and belief kept it all together
throughout the year.
We at the MAGMA believe this is the best MAGMA yet, and
we hope that you do to.
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